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Abstract | Queueing networks with fork/join mechanisms
and nite-capacity bu ers are of interest because they are
suited to modeling and evaluating the performance of a large
class of discrete event systems such as manufacturing systems (e.g., manufacturing ow lines, assembly lines, kanban controlled manufacturing systems). In a recent paper,
Dallery, Liu and Towsley [14] considered a special class of
queueing networks with fork/join mechanisms and nitecapacity bu ers called Basic Fork/Join Queueing Networks
with Blocking (B-FJQN/B). For this class of networks, they
established duality, reversibility, symmetry and concavity
properties. However, in order to be able to accurately model
the various operating mechanisms (blocking, loading and
unloading mechanisms) encountered in manufacturing systems, it is necessary to consider a larger class of networks
that will be referred to as Fork/Join Queueing Networks
with Blocking (FJQN/B). The purpose of this paper is to
introduce this class of queueing networks and investigate its
properties. The approach is to rst show that any FJQN/B
can be equivalently represented as a B-FJQN/B and then
use results derived in [14] for the underlying B-FJQN/B to
establish the properties of the model under consideration.
This approach is also used to compare the behavior of two
models having di erent operating mechanisms. The usefulness of these results for performance evaluation and optimization of manufacturing systems is illustrated through a
few examples.
Keywords |discrete event systems, manufacturing systems
performance evaluation, fork/join queueing networks, nite
bu ers, blocking mechanisms, loading and unloading policies, throughput properties.

I. Introduction

Queueing networks with fork/join mechanisms and
nite-capacity bu ers are of interest because they are
suited to modeling and evaluating the performance of a
large class of discrete event systems such as manufacturing
systems. Tandem or closed tandem queueing networks with
nite-capacity bu ers can be used to model manufacturing
ow lines (also referred to as production lines or transfer
lines) [13]. Join operations can be used to model assembly
systems [18], [20]. In this case, a join operation corresponds
to the assembly of two or more subcomponents into a single
component. Fork operations are useful in modeling disassembly operations. Consider, for instance, a manufacturing
system where, at a certain stage, parts need to be xed onto
pallets. The resulting part/pallet pair then visits a set of
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machines which perform di erent operations on the part.
Upon completion of these operations, the part is unloaded
and the pallet is released. This unloading operation is a
fork operation for which an item (the part/pallet pair) is
split into two items (the part and the pallet). Fork and join
operations are used in modeling kanban controlled manufacturing systems [19]. In such systems, a part is processed
at a given stage of the manufacturing system only if a kanban associated with this stage is available. The kanban is
held while the part is processed throughout this stage. It
is released when the part is consumed by the next stage,
i.e., when a kanban of the next stage is available. Thus,
kanbans act as production orders. In this setting, a join
operation corresponds to the assembly of a part and a kanban, and a fork operation corresponds to the disassembly
of the part/kanban pair.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce and study the
behavior of a class of queueing networks with fork/join
mechanisms and nite-capacity bu ers that can be used
to model such manufacturing systems. A wide variety of
mechanisms that exist in manufacturing systems are provided in these networks. For example, both blocking-afterservice and blocking-before-service blocking mechanisms
(cf. [29]) are considered. In the case of assembly and disassembly, both independent and simultaneous loading and
unloading mechanisms are modeled. Here an independent
loading mechanism allows an assembly machine to load different subcomponents independent of each other whereas
a simultaneous loading mechanism requires that all subcomponents be present and loaded at the same time. Independent and simultaneous unloading mechanisms operate
in an analogous manner at disassembly. Other features accounted for in these queueing networks are described later
on.
We primarily focus on the behavior of the throughput
of these networks. Speci cally, we study properties of reversibility, symmetry, monotonicity and concavity. Our approach is to transform these queueing models into queueing networks belonging to a smaller class of networks rst
introduced in [2] and studied in [14] which we will refer
to as Basic Fork/Join Queueing Networks with Blocking
(B-FJQN/Bs). For such networks we established duality,
reversibility, symmetry, and concavity properties in [14].
Except for the concavity property, these results were obtained under very weak assumptions on the sequences of
service times (which include sequences of service times that
are i.i.d. random variables). The concavity property is restricted to a class of distributions called PERT distributions [4].
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We rst establish the equivalence between the larger
class of networks of interest to us in this paper and the
class of B-FJQN/Bs. Using this equivalence, we extend
some of the previously mentioned properties exhibited by
B-FJQN/Bs to the larger class of FJQN/Bs. We also make
some comparisons between di erent operating mechanisms
by studying the B-FJQN/Bs that equivalently model these
mechanisms. Some of the results established in this paper
were already obtained in some special cases (mainly for
tandem and closed tandem queueing networks). However,
the results presented in this paper not only generalize and
unify these results but also o er a simple way of transferring results obtained for the class of B-FJQN/B networks
to a large variety of queueing networks with fork/join mechanisms and nite bu ers. Besides obtaining more general
results than those reported in the literature, our approach
has the advantage of avoiding the aggravations that would
typically accompany the establishment of these properties
on a case-by-case basis.
Another approach for deriving properties of certain
classes of queueing networks recently proposed by Glasserman and Yao [21] exploits comparison results established
by these authors for specially structured generalized semiMarkov processes (GSMP's) [22], [23]. It requires that,
among other things, one establish that the GSMP (or more
precisely the so-called generalized semi-Markov scheme)
exhibit properties such as strong permutability and minclosure. This approach was recently used, for example, by
Rajan and Agrawal [31] to establish properties of a class of
cyclic networks with so-called general blocking and starvation mechanisms.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the class of Fork/Join Queueing Networks with Blocking
(FJQN/Bs) considered in this paper is introduced. It is
then shown how any model of this class can equivalently
be represented as a B-FJQN/B. This equivalence is used in
Section III to establish the properties of FJQN/Bs. Some
applications of these results to models of manufacturing
systems are described in Section IV and their usefulness
for performance evaluation and optimization of manufacturing systems is discussed in Section V. Finally, extensions of our approach to handle a larger class of models is
brie y discussed in Section VI.
II. Fork/Join Queueing Networks with Blocking
under Various Operating Mechanisms

A. De nition
A Fork/Join Queueing Network with Blocking (FJQN/B)
is a queueing network consisting of a set of servers and a
set of bu ers such that each bu er has exactly one upstream server and one downstream server. In addition,
each server may have several input bu ers and/or several
output bu ers. There is at most one bu er between any
pair of servers. There may be some servers that have either no input bu ers or no output bu ers. A FJQN/B is
structurally characterized by a directed graph whose nodes
represent the servers and whose directed edges represent
the bu ers that connect the servers. Let V denote the

set of servers and E the set of directed edges. An edge
(i; j ) 2 E indicates that there is a bu er connecting server
i to server j and that jobs ow through this bu er from
server i to server j . Let G = (V; E ) denote the underlying
directed graph, which is assumed to be connected.
Let u(i) be the set of upstream bu ers (or input bu ers)
of server i and d(i) be the set of downstream bu ers (or
output bu ers) of server i:
u(i) = f(j; i) 2 E; j 2 V g; i 2 V;
d(i) = f(i; j ) 2 E; j 2 V g; i 2 V:
Let p(i) be the set of immediate server predecessors of
server i and s(i) be the set of immediate server successors
of server i:
p(i) = fj 2 V j(j; i) 2 E g; i 2 V;
s(i) = fj 2 V j(i; j ) 2 E g; i 2 V:
A server of a FJQN/B is generally referred to as an assembly/disassembly server. Consider server i 2 V ; if it has
no upstream bu ers, i.e., u(i) = ;, it is referred to as a
source and, if it has no downstream bu ers, i.e., d(i) = ;,
it is referred to as a sink. If server i has at most one
upstream bu er and at most one downstream bu er, i.e.,
ju(i)j  1 and jd(i)j  1, it is referred to as a simple server.
If server i has several upstream bu ers and at most one
downstream bu er, i.e., ju(i)j > 1 and jd(i)j  1, it is
referred to as an assembly server; on the other hand if i
has several downstream bu ers and at most one upstream
bu er, i.e., ju(i)j  1 and d(i)j > 1, it is referred to as a
disassembly server.
In the context of manufacturing systems, a source can be
interpreted as an input server which has an in nite supply
of raw parts in front of it. Similarly, a sink can be interpreted as an output server which has an in nite storage
area downstream of it.
An example of a FJQN/B is given in Figure 1. This
FJQN/B has 10 servers and 13 bu ers. Servers 1 and 2
are sources and servers 6 and 10 are sinks; servers 2, 3, 6
and 9 are simple servers; server 10 is an assembly server;
servers 1 and 8 are disassembly server; servers 4, 5 and 7
are assembly/disassembly servers.
Each bu er (i; j ) has a nite capacity Bi;j 2 IN+ . Let B
denote the bu er capacity vector. In addition, some servers
may have bu er space to accommodate jobs in service. For
the sake of simplicity, we only consider the following two
cases: either a server has no bu er space to accommodate
jobs in service, or a server has space to accommodate all
of the jobs in service, i.e., a job from each of its upstream
bu ers. The rst type of server will be referred to as an
unbu ered server or U-server while a server of the second
type will be referred to as a bu ered server or B-server. Bservers are naturally encountered in the modeling of manufacturing systems because they represent machines that
usually have space to accommodate the parts currently in
process. On the other hand, U-servers are useful because
they correspond to the basic class of FJQN/Bs studied in
[14] and used in this paper as a building block.
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Fig. 1. Example of a FJQN/B.

In order to characterize the behavior of a FJQN/B, we
rst need to de ne the behavior of the servers. Consider
rst a U-server, say i. Server i initiates a service period (or
service activity) whenever there resides at least one job in
each of the bu ers in u(i) and there is space for at least one
job in each of the bu ers in d(i). Jobs remain in the bu ers
in u(i) throughout the service period. At the completion
of the service period, a job is removed from each of the
bu ers in u(i) and a job is immediately placed in each of
the bu ers in d(i).
We now de ne the behavior of B-servers. There are many
di erent types of B-servers that di er from each other according to the loading and unloading policies as well as the
blocking mechanism. For simplicity, we will only consider
several special cases which cover most practical applications. We note however that the methodology used in this
paper can be applied to servers with other operating mechanisms.
General behavior. All of the B-servers considered in
this paper share the following behavior.
 Any time a B-server performs an operation, it consumes
one job from each of its upstream bu ers and places one
job in each of its downstream bu ers. (Note that this is
similar to the behavior of U-servers.)
 A B-server cannot begin its service activity unless all of
the jobs (one from each of its upstream bu ers) have been
loaded onto the server.
 No new job can be loaded onto the server before all of
the jobs produced during the previous service activity have
been unloaded.
Loading policy. We consider two loading policies referred to as the independent loading (IL) and simultaneous
loading (SL) policies.
 In the case of the IL policy, the jobs coming from each
of the upstream bu ers can be loaded onto the server independently of the other jobs.
 In the case of the SL policy, jobs stay in the upstream
bu ers until one job in each of the upstream bu ers is available. At this instant, all of the jobs are simultaneously (and
instantaneously) loaded onto the server.
Unloading policy. We consider two unloading policies

referred to as the independent unloading (IU) and simultaneous unloading (SU) policies.
 In the case of the IU policy, jobs can be unloaded independently of each other into the downstream bu ers.
 In the case of the SU policy, jobs remain on the server
until space becomes available in each of the downstream
bu ers. At the instant that space is available for all jobs,
they are simultaneously (and instantaneously) unloaded
into the downstream bu ers.
Blocking mechanism. We consider three blocking
mechanisms referred to as the blocking-after-service (BAS),
blocking-before-service (BBS), and blocking-before-service
with conditional loading (BBS-CL) mechanisms.
 In the case of the BAS mechanism, a server initiates a
service activity whenever a job from each of its upstream
bu ers has been loaded onto the server. The server becomes blocked if at the end of the service activity, at least
one job cannot be unloaded (because a downstream bu er
is full). It remains blocked until all the jobs have been
unloaded.
 In the case of the BBS mechanism, a server initiates a
service activity whenever a job from each of its upstream
bu ers has been loaded onto the server and there is space
for at least one job in each of its downstream bu ers. A
server is blocked if at least one of its downstream bu ers is
full.
 The BBS-CL mechanism is identical to the BBS mechanism except that no job can be loaded onto the server
while the server is blocked. If server i operates under the
BBS-CL mechanism, we assume that Bi;j > 1; 8j 2 s(i).
Remark. Note that, in the case of the BBS and BBSCL mechanisms, the unloading policy is irrelevant since
a bu er space in each of the downstream bu ers is, by
de nition, available at the end of any service activity.
Combining these di erent operating mechanisms and
taking the preceding remark into account yields 8 di erent types of B-servers:
 BAS/IL/IU server: a B-server with a blocking-afterservice mechanism, independent loading policy and independent unloading policy;
 BAS/SL/SU server: a B-server with a blocking-afterservice mechanism, simultaneous loading policy and simultaneous unloading policy;
 BAS/IL/SU server: a B-server with a blocking-afterservice mechanism, independent loading policy and simultaneous unloading policy;
 BAS/SL/IU server: a B-server with a blocking-afterservice mechanism, simultaneous loading policy and independent unloading policy;
 BBS/IL server: a B-server with a blocking-before-service
mechanism and independent loading policy;
 BBS/SL server: a B-server with a blocking-before-service
mechanism and simultaneous loading policy;
 BBS-CL/IL server: a B-server with a blocking-beforeservice with conditional loading mechanism and independent loading policy;
 BBS-CL/SL server: a B-server with a blocking-beforeservice with conditional loading mechanism and simulta-
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neous loading policy.
Let Ti denote the type of server i, either a U-server or
one of the above 8 types of B-servers. Let T denote the
server type vector for the network.
Remark. The operating mechanisms described above
can be associated with any general assembly/disassembly
B-server (referred to as a server from now on). However, in
some cases, a server will exhibit identical behavior under
two di erent mechanisms. For example, the loading and
unloading policies are irrelevant in the case of a simple
server. There are actually only three di erent types of
operating mechanisms in this case: BAS, BBS and BBSCL. (Note that in the case of a simple server, BBS and BBSCL have alternatively been referred to as blocking-beforeservice with place occupied (BBS-PO) and blocking-beforeservice with place non-occupied (BBS-PNO) in [29].) In
the case of a disassembly server (and a source), the loading
policy is irrelevant, in the case of an assembly server (and
a sink), the unloading policy is irrelevant, and in the case
of a sink, the blocking mechanism is irrelevant.
In general, the behavior of a FJQN/B depends on its
initial condition. This initial condition includes the number
of jobs present in each bu er at time t = 0 as well as the
information pertaining to the initial condition of each Bserver. Let Mi;j denote the total number of jobs present
at time t = 0 in bu er (i; j ). Note that 0  Mi;j  Bi;j .
Also, Bi;j ? Mi;j represents the number of holes, i.e., the
available space, in the bu er. In the case of a B-server, we
also need to specify its initial condition. Consider B-server
i with any blocking mechanism (BAS, BBS or BBS-CL).
Let Li;j denote whether a job from bu er (j; i) is currently
loaded on the server (Li;j = 1) or not (Li;j = 0), j 2 p(i).
In the case of a simultaneous loading policy, Li;j = Li
does not depend on the predecessor node j 2 p(i). Note
that in the case of a server with a BBS-CL mechanism,
this initial condition has to be consistent with the blocking
mechanism. Indeed, the server space cannot be occupied
if one of the downstream bu ers is full. In the case of a
B-server with the BAS mechanism, it may be of interest to
consider an initial condition for which the server is blocked.
Let Ui;k = 1 if server i has completed its service activity but
the job going to bu er (i; k) cannot be unloaded because
this bu er is full, and let Ui;k = 0 otherwise, k 2 s(i).
For a simultaneous unloading policy, Ui;k = Ui does not
depend on the successor node k 2 s(i). Note that the
quantities Li , or Li;j ; j 2 p(i), and Ui , or Ui;k ; k 2 s(i),
have to be consistent with the condition that no new job
can be loaded onto the server before all of the jobs produced
during the previous service activity have been unloaded.
Last, we arbitrarily assign Li;j = Ui;k = 0 in the case of U
servers, and Ui;k = 0 in the case of type BBS B-servers.
Let M be the initial marking vector of the bu ers. Let
L and U be the initial marking vectors of the servers. A
FJQN/B is further characterized by the durations of service
times which are random variables (r.v.'s). The durations
of the service periods at server i are given by a sequence of
non-negative service times, fi;n gn1 , i 2 V . The complete
characterization of a FJQN/B, say S , is thus given by S =

Raw
parts

Type-1
Components

Fab1

Assembly

Final
Products

Raw
parts

Fab2

Type-2
Components

Fig. 2. Structure of the fabrication/assembly system.

(V; E; B ; M ; T ; L; U ).
Let Di;n denote the completion time of the n-th service period of server i. Denote by i (S ) the (asymptotic)
throughput of server i 2 V , given by:

i (S ) = E

"

?1 #
D
i;n
lim
;
n!1 n

i 2 V;

(1)

provided the limit exists. In Section III we establish properties of the throughput of FJQN/Bs.
Remark. The class of B-FJQN/Bs studied in [14] is a
subclass of the class of FJQN/Bs de ned above. Indeed,
a B-FJQN/B is a FJQN/B in which all of the servers are
U-servers. The characterization of a B-FJQN/B is simply
given by S = (V; E; B ; M ).
B. Example of the modeling of manufacturing systems by
FJQN/Bs.
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the usefulness of the class of FJQN/Bs for modeling manufacturing
systems. For that purpose, we consider an example of a
kanban controlled fabrication/assembly system [17]. This
system consists of two fabrication stages and an assembly
stage (see Figure 2). Each fabrication stage produces one
basic component. The nal products are then obtained
by the assembly of the components produced by each of
the fabrication stages. The rst fabrication stage (Fab1)
consists of a series of 3 machines, M1 , M2 and M3 , while
the second fabrication stage (Fab2) consists of a series of
2 machines, M4 and M5 . The assembly stage consists of
3 machines, M6 , M7 and M8. M8 is the station that assembles the two components. M6 (resp. M7 ) is a machine
that performs a preliminary assembly operation on type1 (resp. type-2) components, for instance the insertion of
some external parts.
This fabrication/assembly system is controlled by a
multi-stage kanban system [9], [19], [17]. There are three
kanban loops, each controlling one of the stages. The rst
and second kanban loops control the release of raw materials to Fab1 and Fab2, respectively. Let K1 (resp. K2 ) be
the number of kanbans associated with Fab1 (resp. Fab2).
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As soon as a type-1 (resp. type-2) kanban is available, a
raw part is released to Fab1 (resp. Fab2)1 . Upon completion of processing at the di erent machines of a fabrication
stage, the component (to which is attached the kanban) is
stored in an output bu er. The third kanban loop controls
the entry of the basic components into the assembly stage.
Let K3 be the number of kanbans associated with the assembly stage. As soon as a type-3 kanban as well as one
component of each type are available, the components are
released to the assembly stage and a type-1 (resp. type2) kanban is returned to the input of Fab1 (resp. Fab2).
The system is driven by actual demands. When a demand
arrives to the system, a nished product is consumed and
the corresponding type-3 kanban is returned to the input
of the assembly stage. If no nished part is available when
a demand arrives, the demand is backordered.
This kanban controlled assembly system can be modeled
as a FJQN/B [17]. The set of servers are the machines,
M1 ,..., M8 , two synchronization stations, say S1 and S2 ,
and an additional server modeling the arrival of external
demands, say D. Synchronization station S1 models the
synchronization between the fabrication stages and the assembly stage. Synchronization station S2 models the synchronization between the assembly stage and the demand
process. Both synchronization stations have zero processing times. The demand process is modeled as an additional
server, D, whose service times corresponds to the interarrival times of the demand process. All bu ers pertaining
to Fab1 (resp. Fab2) have capacity K1 (resp. K2 ). All
bu ers pertaining to the assembly stage have capacity K3 .
The backlog bu er (i.e., the bu er between server D and
synchronization station S2 ) has in nite capacity. The initial condition is that the output bu ers of Fab1, Fab2 and
the assembly stage contain K1, K2 and K3 jobs at time
0, respectively, and all other bu ers are empty. Servers
S1 , S2 and D are U-servers, while the other servers are
B-servers. The assumptions regarding the behavior of the
B-servers depend on the speci c system under consideration. For instance the blocking mechanism in the fabrication stages could be of BAS-type, while the blocking mechanism within the assembly stage could be of BBS-type. The
loading mechanism would be of IL or SL type, depending
on whether the components are loaded independently or simultaneously on the assembly machine, M8 . The FJQN/B
model of the above fabrication/assembly system is shown
in Figure 3.

B3,i
3

Fig. 4. The original FJQN/B.

Note that there are two ways of implementing a kanban control mechanism for assembly systems as described
in [17]. The one considered above is the so-called kanban control system with simultaneous release. In the other
one, the so-called kanban control system with independent
release, the components may be released to the assembly
stage independently of one another, given that there is a
type-3 kanban available. It should be emphasized that under the assumption of independent release, the system can
also be described as a FJQN/B; see [17] for details.

C. Modeling a FJQN/B as a B-FJQN/B
In this section, we describe how to transform a FJQN/B
S into an equivalent B-FJQN/B S b such that, given any
sequences of service times, fi;n gn1 , i 2 V and equivalent
initial conditions, the sample path behaviors of the two
networks are identical. In particular, the instants of the
beginning and completion of the n-th service activity of
each server i are the same in both networks, 8i 2 V; n  1,
and there is a one to one correspondence between the bu er
contents of both networks. The equivalent B-FJQN/B S b
is obtained by transforming each server in S , one at a time,
into a subnetwork consisting solely of U-servers.
Let S = (V; E; B ; M ; T ; L; U ) be an arbitrary FJQN/B.
Consider any B-server of S , say i. We transform S into a
second FJQN/B S 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ; B 0 ; M 0 ; T 0 ; L0 ; U 0 ) that differs from S only in that server i is replaced by a subnetwork consisting of U-servers. We describe below how to
construct S 0 for the di erent types of B-servers. For the
sake of simplicity, this is done using the 6 server FJQN/B
shown in Figure 4. Servers 1 to 5 are arbitrary servers
and server i, is the B-server that will be transformed into
a subnetwork of U-servers. Servers 1, 2 and 3 are sources
while servers 4 and 5 are sinks. We have p(i) = f1; 2; 3g
and s(i) = f4; 5g.
Since the transformation focuses on server i and not on
the rest of the FJQN/B, we rst characterize the overall
transformation of S into S 0 without giving details regarding
the transformation of server i. This overall characterization is given once as it does not depend on the server type
of i. Then we describe the transformation of server i for
each of the di erent B-server types. This is done by showing the B-FJQN/B obtained after transformation of the
1 In nite supplies of raw parts are assumed to be present at the
FJQN/B in Figure 4. For the case of a BAS/IL/IU server,
inputs of Fab1 and Fab2.
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we also provide a mathematical description of the transformation. Similar mathematical descriptions for the other
cases are given in [15]. In each case it is easy to check that
the FJQN/B S 0 obtained from S by transforming server i
exhibits the same behavior as the original FJQN/B S . A
formal statement of equivalence and its proof can be found
in [15].
Overall transformation. The equivalent FJQN/B S 0
is:
V 0 = V + Va ;
E 0 = E ? f(j; i); j 2 p(i)g
? f(i; k); k 2 s(i)g + Ea ;
0
Bj;k
= Bj;k ;
j; k 2 V; j; k 6= i;
Fig. 5. Illustration of the transformation of a BAS/IL/IU server.
0 = Mj;k ;
Mj;k
j; k 2 V; j; k 6= i;
B
L0j;k = Lj;k ;
j; k 2 V; k 6= i;
0
1
Uj;k = Uj;k ;
j; k 2 V; j 6= i;
Tj0 = Tj ;
j 2 V; j 6= i;
B
0
j;n
= j;n ;
j 2 V; j 6= i; n  1;
4
where Va and Ea are the servers and edges within the subB
network that will represent server i within S 0 . These, as 2
u
l
i
well as the bu er sizes and initial markings pertaining to
B
the subnetwork, will now be described for each type of
5
server i.
Transformation of a BAS/IL/IU server. The subB
network transformation of server i is de ned as follows:
3
Va = fli;j ; j 2 p(i)g + fui;k ; k 2 s(i)g;
Fig. 6. Illustration of the transformation of a BAS/SL/SU server.
Ea = f(j; li;j ); j 2 p(i)g + f(li;j ; i); j 2 p(i)g
+f(ui;k ; k); k 2 s(i)g + f(i; ui;k ); k 2 s(i)g
case that server i is a BAS/SL/SU server. The shaded part
+ f(li;j ; ui;k ); j 2 p(i); k 2 s(i)g;
models the behavior of server i. All of the bu ers within
this shaded area have capacity one. The service activity
0
0
Bj;l
= Bj;i , Mj;l
= Mj;i ,
j 2 p(i), of server li represents the simultaneous loading of the jobs.
k 2 s(i), The service activity of server ui represents the simultaneous
Bu0 ;k = Bi;k , Mu0 ;k = Mi;k ,
of the jobs. Bu er (li ; ui ) ensures that no new
0
0
Bl ;i
= 1,
Ml ;i = Li;j ,
j 2 p(i), unloading
job
is
loaded
onto the server before all of the jobs produced
0
0
Bi;u
= 1,
Mi;u
= Ui;j ,
k 2 s(i), during the previous
service activity have been unloaded.
Bl0 ;u
= 1,
j 2 p(i), k 2 s(i),
BAS/IL/SU
server.
The B-FJQN/B equivalent to
Ml0 ;u = Li;j + Ui;k , j 2 p(i); k 2 s(i),
the FJQN/B shown in Figure 4 is given in Figure 7 for the
case that server i is a BAS/IL/SU server. The shaded part
0
models the behavior of server i. All of the bu ers within
i;n
= i;n ; n  1;
this shaded area have capacity one. The service activity
l0 ;n = 0; j 2 p(i); n  1;
of any server li;j ; j 2 p(i), represents the loading of a job
u0 ;n = 0; k 2 s(i); n  1:
from bu er (j; i). The service activity of any server ui
The B-FJQN/B equivalent to the FJQN/B shown in Fig- represents the simultaneous unloading of the jobs. Bu ers
ure 4 is given in Figure 5 for the case that server i is a (li;j ; ui ); j 2 p(i) ensure that no new job is loaded onto the
BAS/IL/IU server. The shaded part models the behavior server before all of the jobs produced during the previous
of server i. All the bu ers within this shaded area have ca- service activity have been unloaded.
pacity one. The service activity of any server li;j ; j 2 p(i),
BAS/SL/IU server. The B-FJQN/B equivalent to
represents the loading of a job from bu er (j; i) to server the FJQN/B shown in Figure 4 is given in Figure 8 for
i. The service activity of any server ui;k ; k 2 s(i), repre- the case that server i is a BAS/SL/IU server. The shaded
sents the unloading of a job from server i to bu er (k; i). part models the behavior of server i. All of the bu ers
Bu ers (li;j ; ui;k ); j 2 p(i); k 2 s(i), ensure that no new within this shaded area have capacity one. The service
job is loaded onto the server before all the jobs produced activity of server li represents the simultaneous loading of
during the previous service activity have been unloaded. the jobs. The service activity of server ui;k ; k 2 s(i), repBAS/SL/SU server. The B-FJQN/B equivalent to resents the unloading of a job into bu er (k; i). Bu er
the FJQN/B shown in Figure 4 is given in Figure 6 for the (li ; ui;k ); k 2 s(i), ensures that no new job is loaded onto
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the transformation of a BAS/IL/SU server.

Fig. 10. Illustration of the transformation of a BBS/SL server.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the transformation of a BAS/SL/IU server.

Fig. 11. Illustration of the transformation of a BBS-CL/IL server.

the server before all of the jobs produced during the previous service activity have been unloaded.
BBS/IL server. The B-FJQN/B equivalent to the
FJQN/B shown in Figure 4 is given in Figure 9 for the
case that server i is a BBS/IL server. The shaded part
models the behavior of server i. All of the bu ers within
this shaded area have capacity one. The service activity
of server li;j ; j 2 p(i), represents the loading of a job from
bu er (j; i).
BBS/SL server. The B-FJQN/B equivalent to the
FJQN/B shown in Figure 4 is given in Figure 10 for the case
that server i is a BBS/SL server. The shaded part models

the behavior of server i. The bu er within this shaded area
has capacity one. The service activity of server li represents
the simultaneous loading of the jobs.
BBS-CL/IL server. The B-FJQN/B equivalent to the
FJQN/B shown in Figure 4 is given in Figure 11 for the
case that server i is a BBS-CL/IL server. The shaded part
models the behavior of server i. All of the bu ers within
this shaded area have capacity one. The service activity
of server li;j ; j 2 p(i), represents the loading of a job from
bu er (j; i). Each bu er (i; k); k 2 s(i) is split into two
bu ers, (i; ci;k ) and (ci;k ; k), separated by a server, ci;k .
These bu ers have capacities Bi;k ? 1 and 1, respectively.
Server ci;k has zero service time. The service activity of any
server ci;k ; k 2 s(i), represents the transfer of a job from
the last position of bu er (i; k) to the last but one position.
Bu er (li;j ; ci;k ); j 2 p(i); k 2 s(i), having capacity one,
ensures that no new job is loaded onto the server until the
last position of bu er (i; k) is unoccupied.
BBS-CL/SL server. The B-FJQN/B equivalent to the
FJQN/B shown in Figure 4 is given in Figure 12 for the
case that server i is a BBS-CL/SL server. The shaded part
models the behavior of server i. The bu er within this
shaded area has capacity one. The service activity of server
li represents the simultaneous loading of the jobs. Bu er
(i; k); k 2 s(i), is split into two bu ers, (i; ci;k ) and (ci;k ; k),
separated by a server, ci;k . These bu ers have capacity
Bi;k ? 1 and 1, respectively. Server ci;k has zero service
time. The service activity of server ci;k ; k 2 s(i), represents
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1

B i,4
4
B 2,i
l i,2

2

i
B i,5
5

B 3,i
3

l i,3

Fig. 9. Illustration of the transformation of a BBS/IL server.
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B2,i
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5
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3

Fig. 12. Illustration of the transformation of a BBS-CL/SL server.

the transfer of a job from the last position of bu er (i; k) to
the last but one position. Bu er (li ; ci;k ); k 2 s(i), having
capacity one, ensures that no new job is loaded onto the
server until the last position of bu er (i; k) is unoccupied.
III. Properties of FJQN/Bs

In this section, we establish properties of FJQN/Bs.
These properties pertain to the asymptotic throughput of
B-FJQN/Bs and are obtained by converting an arbitrary
FJQN/B into an equivalent B-FJQN/B as described in Section II-C together with the properties of B-FJQN/Bs established in [14]. They require one or more of the following
assumptions on the sequences of service times.
Assumption A1. The service times form jointly stationary and ergodic sequences of integrable random variables (r.v.'s).
Assumption A2. The sequences of service times at
di erent servers are mutually independent.
Assumption A3. The sequences of service times are
jointly reversible.
Assumption A4. The service times form mutually independent sequences of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) r.v.'s having PERT distributions [4], [14].
It is worth emphasizing that the rst three assumptions
include the case where the service times are i.i.d. r.v.'s
as a special case. Assumption A4 is more restrictive but
includes exponential and Erlang distributions as special
cases.
Special cases of some of the results presented here were
obtained in earlier papers [1], [3], [6], [24], [25], [26], [28],
[32], [35]. Most of these results pertain to tandem and
closed tandem queueing networks.
For simplicity, unless otherwise stated, we assume
throughout this section that the initial condition of a
FJQN/B is such that all of the B-servers are empty so
that all of the jobs reside in the bu ers, i.e., all of the components of L and U are zero. In this case, a FJQN/B S
is simply characterized by S = (V; E; B ; M ; T ). This will
allow us to keep the notation as simple as possible. However, all of the results that we present generalize to other
initial conditions.
Throughout this section, we only consider deadlock-free

FJQN/Bs. Whether or not a FJQN/B is deadlock-free can
be checked by verifying the conditions given in [14] on the
equivalent B-FJQN/Bs.
A. Throughput
Consider a FJQN/B S = (V; E; B ; M ; T ). The following
result establishes the existence of the asymptotic throughputs of the servers of a FJQN/B, as well as their equality.
It is a consequence of Theorem 5.2 in [14] and the equivalence of FJQN/Bs and B-FJQN/Bs.
Theorem 1: If S is a FJQN/B, then, under Assumption
A1, the asymptotic throughputs exist and satisfy the following relation:

i (S ) = (S ); 8i 2 V:
Henceforth, (S ) will be referred to as the throughput of
S.
Let C be a cycle in (V; E ) and let E (C ) denote the set
of edges of C . Let us de ne an arbitrary orientation of
this cycle. E (C ) can be partitioned into two subsets with
respect to this reference orientation. Let E + (C ) be the
subset of edges oriented according to the reference orientation and E ? (C ) be the subset of edges oriented in the
reverse direction. Let IC+ (M ) be the total number of jobs
in all bu ers corresponding to the reference direction plus
the total number of holes in all bu ers corresponding to
the reverse direction, i.e.,
IC+ (M ) =

X

(i;j )2E + (C )

Mi;j +

X

(Bi;j ? Mi;j ) (2)

(i;j )2E ? (C )

Last, an elementary cycle is de ned as a cycle that contains no subcycle.
De nition 2: Let (V; E ) contain exactly nc distinct elementary cycles C1 ;    ; Cn . Let
c

I (M ) = (I1+ (M ); I2+ (M );    ; In+ (M )):
Then markings M 1 and M 2 are equivalent (written M 1 
M 2 ) i I (M 1) = I (M 2).
c

The following result establishes the independence of the
throughput of a FJQN/B with respect to equivalent initial
markings. It is a consequence of Theorem 5.3 in [14] and
the equivalence of FJQN-Bs and B-FJQN/Bs.
Theorem 3: Let M 1 and M 2 be two initial markings of a
FJQN/B S . Under Assumptions A1 and A2, if M 1  M 2 ,
we have:
(M 1 ) = (M 2 ):
B. Monotonicity and Concavity
The following result establishes the monotonicity of the
throughput of a FJQN/B with respect to the bu er capacities. It is a consequence of corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 in [15]
and the equivalence of FJQN-Bs and B-FJQN/Bs.
Theorem 4: Consider a FJQN/B S with two di erent
bu er capacity vectors and initial marking vectors (B ; M )
and (B + k; M + j ). Then, under Assumption A1, we have:

(B + k; M + k)  (B ; M ); 8k  j  0:
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Special cases of the above result were previously obtained
by Shanthikumar and Yao [32] in the case of a closed tandem queueing network and by Adan and Van Der Waal [1]
in the case of an assembly network.
The following result establishes the concavity of the
throughput of a FJQN/B with respect to both the bu er
capacities and the initial marking. It is a consequence of
Theorem 8.1 in [14] and the equivalence of FJQN-Bs and
B-FJQN/Bs.
Theorem 5: Let S = (V; E; B ; M ; T ) be a FJQN/B.
Then, under Assumption A4, (S ) is a concave function
of B and M .
Special cases of the above result were previously obtained
by Anantharam and Tsoucas [3] and Meester and Shanthikumar [25] in the case of tandem queueing networks and
by Shanthikumar and Yao [32] in the case of a closed tandem queueing networks, all under the assumption of exponential service times.
C. Comparison of Various Operating Mechanisms
Consider a particular B-server, say i, of a FJQN/B S .
We are interested in comparing the behavior of S under
di erent operating mechanisms of server i. We rst establish an equivalence between the BBS-CL and BAS blocking
mechanisms. Let B be a bu er capacity vector and let B i+
be the bu er capacity vector obtained from B as:

i+ = Bi;k + 1; 8k 2 s(i); j = i;
Bj;k
Bj;k ;
8j; k 2 V; j 6= i:
Theorem 6: Let S 1 be a FJQN/B with bu er capacity
vector B 1 = B in which server i is a BAS/IL/IU (resp.
BAS/SL/IU) server. Let S 2 be a FJQN/B identical to S 1
except that it has bu er capacity vector B 2 = B i+ and
server i is a BBS-CL/IL (resp. BBS-CL/SL) server. Then,
S 2 has exactly the same behavior as S 1 in the sense that
they have the same equivalent B-FJQN/B.
Proof. Consider for instance the case where server i
is a BAS/IL/IU server in S 1 and a BBS-CL/IL server in
S 2 . (The proof for the case where server i is a BAS/SL/IU
server in S 1 and a BBS-CL/SL server in S 2 is similar and
therefore omitted.) Consider the two B-FJQN/Bs, S 1b and
S 2b , equivalent to S 1 and S 2 , respectively. Let us concentrate on the transformations of server i as the remaining
portions of the two networks remain unchanged. After applications of the transformations described in Section II-C
to server i in both networks, we observe that the resulting
B-FJQN/Bs are identical. Indeed, server li;j in S 2b plays
the same role as server li;j in S 1b , 8j 2 p(i), and server ci;k
in S 2b plays the same role as server ui;k in S 1b , 8k 2 s(i).
2 ?1
Moreover the capacity of bu er (ci;k ; k) in S 2b is Bi;k
1 and are
and the capacity of bu er (ui;k ; k) in S 1b is Bi;k
both equal to Bi;k , 8k 2 s(i). It is easy to check that the
rest of the two B-FJQN/Bs are identical.
Thus, the BBS-CL blocking mechanism is equivalent to
the BAS blocking mechanism with a reduction in the bu er
capacity of one in each of the downstream bu ers. Consequently, we no longer deal with servers having BBS-CL

blocking mechanisms. This equivalence between BAS and
BBS-CL mechanisms was rst reported by Onvural and
Perros [28] for the special case of tandem queueing networks.
The following result compares the loading and unloading
policies of a server with a BAS blocking mechanism.
Theorem 7: Let S = (V; E; B ; M ; T ) be a FJQN/B. Let
(BAS=IL=IU ), (BAS=SL=SU ), (BAS=IL=SU ) and
(BAS=SL=IU ), denote the throughputs of this network
when server i is a BAS/IL/IU server, a BAS/SL/SU server,
a BAS/IL/SU server and a BAS/SL/IU server, respectively. Then, under Assumption A1, we have:

(BAS=IL=IU )  (BAS=IL=SU )  (BAS=SL=SU );
and

(BAS=IL=IU )  (BAS=SL=IU )  (BAS=SL=SU ):

Proof. We prove that

(BAS=IL=SU )  (BAS=SL=SU ):
The other inequalities are easily obtained using similar arguments. Let S 1 (resp. S 2 ) denote the FJQN/B S in the
case where server i is a BAS/IL/SU (resp. BAS/SL/SU)
server. Let S 1b (resp. S 2b ) be the B-FJQN/Bs equivalent
to S 1 and S 2 , respectively (see Figures 7 and 6). Consider the B-FJQN/B, say S m , obtained from S 1b as follows. For every j 2 p(i), add a bu er in between every
server k 2 p(i); k 6= j and server li;j having the same
bu er capacity and initial marking as the bu er already
existing between server j and server li;j , that is: Bj;i and
Mj;i . It then appears that all of the servers li;j ; j 2 p(i),
in S m are connected exactly in the same way to the rest
of the network and, as a result, behave identically. Moreover, they behave exactly in the same way as server li in
S 2b . They can actually be viewed as jp(i)j replications of
server li in S 2b . In other words, the addition of the bu ers
to the B-FJQN/B S 1b has transformed the independent
loading policy into a simultaneous loading policy. As a
result, we have (S m ) = (S 2b ). Now, S 1b is a subnetwork of S m and thus, from Corollary 2.3 in [15], we get
(S 1b )  (S m ). As a result, we have (S 1b )  (S 2b ) and,
thus, (BAS=IL=SU )  (BAS=SL=SU ).
This theorem states that an independent loading (resp.
unloading) policy achieves a higher throughput than a simultaneous loading (resp. unloading) policy. The result
pertaining to the ordering of the loading policies was stated
(however not proved) in [6] in the case of an assembly network. (In that paper, the independent and simultaneous
loading policies were called push and pull modes).
The following result compares the performance of a
server using the BBS blocking mechanism under di erent
loading policies.
Theorem 8: Let S = (V; E; B ; M ; T ) be a FJQN/B.
Let (BBS=IL) and (BBS=SL) denote the throughputs
of this network when server i is a BBS/IL server and a
BBS/SL server, respectively. Then, under Assumption A1,
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we have:

(BBS=IL)  (BBS=SL):

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 7 and is
therefore omitted.
The last result is concerned with the comparison of BAS
and BBS blocking mechanisms.
Theorem 9: Consider a FJQN/B S in which server i may
operate under di erent operating mechanisms. Then, under Assumption A1, we have:
(BBS=IL; B )  (BAS=IL=SU; B) 
(BAS=IL=IU; B)  (BBS=IL; B i+ );
and

(BBS=SL; B )  (BAS=SL=SU; B) 
(BAS=SL=IU; B)  (BBS=SL; Bi+ ):

Proof. The proof can be found in [15].
The above result implies that the throughput of a
FJQN/B with BAS servers and bu er capacity vector B
can be bounded from below and from above by the throughputs of two FJQN/Bs with BBS servers and bu er capacity
vectors B and B + 1, respectively. Correspondingly, the
result also implies that the throughput of a FJQN/B with
BBS servers and bu er capacity vector B can be bounded
from below and from above by the throughputs of two
FJQN/Bs with BAS servers and bu er capacity vectors
B ? 1 and B, respectively.
D. Reversibility Properties
In this section, we establish reversibility properties of
FJQN/Bs.
De nition 10: Let S = (V; E; B ; M ; T ) be a FJQN/B.
The FJQN/B S r = (V r ; E r ; B r ; M r ; T r ) is the reverse of
S if:

Vr
Er
r
Bi;j
Mi;jr

= V;
= f(i; j )j(j; i) 2 E g;
= Bj;i ;
(j; i) 2 E;
= Mj;i ;
(j; i) 2 E;
r
T = T:
Observe that S r di ers from S in that all of the bu ers
are reversed. The nodes remain the same type as in the
original FJQN/B.
Theorem 11: Let S = (V; E; B ; M ; T ) be a FJQN/B in
which all servers are either BAS/IL/IU or BAS/SL/SU Bservers, or U servers. Let S r = (V r ; E r ; B r ; M r ; T r ) be
the reverse of S . If S and S r have the same (joint distribution of the) sequences of service times, then under
Assumptions A1 and A3, we have:

(S r ) = (S ):

(3)

Proof. It is easy to check from the transformations described in Section II-C that the equivalent B-FJQN/B of
S r is the reverse of the equivalent B-FJQN/B of S . The
proof then follows from Theorem 6.2 in [14].

Special cases of the above result were previously obtained
by Yamazaki and Sakasegawa [34] and Muth [26] in the case
of tandem queueing networks and by Liu [24] in the case
of closed tandem queueing networks.
Remark: There exists an alternate de nition for the
reverse FJQN/B which only applies to FJQN/Bs consisting of U-servers and/or BAS type B-servers. Within the
reverse network, a BAS type B-server is given a loading mechanism and an unloading mechanism corresponding respectively to the unloading mechanism and loading
mechanism for that server in the original network (e.g., a
BAS/IL/SU server in the original network is transformed
into a BAS/SL/IU server in the reverse network). Theorem 11 can be proven for this alternate form of a reverse
FJQN/B as well without any restrictions on the loading
and unloading mechanisms associated with BAS type Bservers.
Next, we establish a reversibility property of FJQN/Bs
with BBS/IL servers. On the other hand, there is no reversibility property for FJQN/Bs with BBS/SL servers.
The proof of the reversibility property of FJQN/Bs with
BBS/IL servers relies on the following lemma.
Lemma 12: Let S = (V; E; B ; M ; T ) be a FJQN/B
in which all servers are BBS/IL servers. Then, the BFJQN/B S b = (V; E; B + ; M ) is equivalent to S .
Proof. Consider the transformation of any server i 2 V
of S as de ned in Section II-C. Each bu er (j; i); j 2 p(i),
is replaced by a series of two bu ers: bu er (j; li;j ) with capacity Bj;i and bu er (li;j ; i) with capacity one, separated
by server li;j . Since li;j has zero service time, this series of
two bu ers can be replaced by a single bu er (j; i) with capacity equal to the sum of the capacity of the two bu ers,
that is Bj;i + 1. Thus, the transformation of a BBS-IL
server can simply be obtained by increasing the capacity
of each of its upstream bu ers by one, and replacing it by
a U-server.
Theorem 13: Let S = (V; E; B ; M ; T ) be a FJQN/B
in which all servers are BBS/IL servers. Let S r =
(V r ; E r ; B r ; M r ; T r ) be the reverse of S . If S and S r
have the same (joint distribution of the) sequences of service times, then under Assumptions A1 and A3, we have:

(S r ) = (S ):

(4)

Proof. The proof follows simply from Lemma 12 and

Theorem 6.2 in [14].

E. Symmetry Properties
In this section, we investigate whether or not a symmetry
property similar to that of B-FJQN/Bs can be established
for FJQN/Bs. We rst establish the following result pertaining to FJQN/Bs with BBS servers.
Theorem 14: Consider a FJQN/B S = (V; E; B ;
M ; T ; L) in which all servers are BBS servers (either
BBS/IL or BBS/SL servers). Consider the FJQN/B
S s (sV; E; B ; M s ; T ; Lss ) which is identical to S except that:
M = B ? M and L = 1 ? L. Then, under Assumptions
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A1 and A3, we have:

(S s ) = (S )

(5)

Proof. The proof simply follows by applying Theorem
7.2 in [14] to the equivalent B-FJQN/Bs of S and S s .
The following corollary follows from Theorems 14 and 3.
Corollary 15: Consider a FJQN/B S = (V; E; B ; M ; T )
in which all servers are BBS servers (either BBS/IL or
BBS/SL servers) with empty initial loadings. Assume
that M  1. Let M s be the initial marking de ned as:
M s = B ? M + 1. Then, under Assumptions A1 and A3,
we have
(S s ) = (S )
(6)
s
s
for S = (V; E; B ; M ; T ).
On the other hand, there is no symmetry property for
FJQN/Bs in which servers have BAS blocking mechanisms.
Let us brie y explain why. Consider a simple case of a
FJQN/B S = (V; E; B ; M ) in which server i is, for instance, a BAS/SL/SU server. Again, assume that the initial condition of server i is given by Li = Ui = 0. Let S b
be the B-FJQN/B equivalent to S . Its initial marking is
b = M b = 0. Theorem 7.2 in
such that: Mlb ;i = Mi;u
l ;u
[14] can be applied to S b . Let M s denote the symmetrical marking of M b , i.e., M s = B b ? M b , and let S s
denote the resulting B-FJQN/B. In particular, we have:
s = M s = 1. Unfortunately, the S s cannot
Mls ;i = Mi;u
l ;u
be interpreted as the equivalent B-FJQN/B of a FJQN/B
where server i has BAS/SL/SU operating mechanism. Actually, it is equivalent to a FJQN/B where server i operates
as follows: after completion of a service activity, the jobs
cannot be unloaded before new jobs have been loaded onto
the server.

BAS

B 1,3

M1

BAS

IL

BBS

M3

M1

B1,3 +1

BBS

M3

B2,3+1
M2

B 2,3

M2

Fig. 13. A three machine assembly system and its equivalent serial
line.

with BBS blocking. This line consists of machines M1, M3
and M2 in series separated by two bu ers. The rst bu er
has capacity B1;3 + 1, while the second one has capacity
B2;3 + 1. The production capacity of this serial line is dened as its throughput assuming that raw parts are always
available at in front of machine M1. These two systems are
illustrated in Figure 13.
Theorem 16: A three machine assembly system with
BAS blocking mechanism, independent loading on the assembly machine and bu er capacities B1;3 and B2;3 is
equivalent to a three-machine line consisting of machines
M1 , M3 and M2 in series, separated by bu ers of capacity
B1;3 +1 and B2;3 +1. In particular, these two systems have
the same production capacity.
Proof. Let us rst transform the FJQN/Bs of the assembly system and the serial line into B-FJQN/Bs using the transformation presented in Section II-C. The BFJQN/B equivalent to the assembly system and that equivalent to the serial line both have bu er capacities B1;3 + 2
and B2;3 + 2. Therefore, according to the duality property
IV. Applications to Manufacturing Systems
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the application established in [14], these two models are equivalent and the
of the results derived in this paper to various problems proof follows.
encountered in the design and operation of manufacturing
Note that, because of the symmetrical role of machines
systems.
M1 and M2, the assembly system is also equivalent to a
three-machine line consisting of machines M2, M3 and M1
A. Simple Assembly Systems
Consider rst a simple assembly system consisting of in series, separated by bu ers of capacity B2;3 + 1 and
three machines, M1, M2 and M3 . Machines M1 and M2 B1;3 + 1, and BBS mechanism.
produce two parts that are then assembled by machine M3
to obtain the nal product. There is a nite bu er of ca- B. Closed-Loop Production Lines
Consider a production line consisting of L machines in
pacity B1;3 (resp. B2;3 ) between M1 (resp. M2 ) and M3 .
Machine M3 has an independent loading policy, i.e., the series, M1 , M2,..., ML, separated by nite capacity bu ers.
parts coming from M1 and M2 can be loaded on this ma- In order to be processed by the di erent machines of the
chine independently of one another. One important pa- line, parts need to be xed onto pallets. Each part is rst
rameter of this system is its production capacity, which loaded onto a pallet and is then carried by the pallet during
is de ned as its throughput assuming that raw parts are its sojourn in the production line. When the last operation
has been performed, the part is unloaded and the pallet is
always available in front of machines M1 and M2.
This system is considered in [7]. In that paper, the au- available to carry a new part. The (feedback) bu er that
thors note that there is no equivalence between this as- contains the available pallets also has a nite capacity so
sembly system and a three-machine serial line with a BAS that the last machine may be blocked if this bu er is full.
blocking mechanism. This is indeed true. However, using The production capacity of such a closed-loop production
our results, we can show that there is an equivalence be- line is de ned as the throughput of this system assuming
tween this assembly system and a three-machine serial line that raw parts are always available at the input of the proi
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duction line. An issue of high interest is to determine the
optimal number of pallets that maximize this production
capacity.
This closed-loop production line can be modeled as a
closed tandem queueing network having L servers. Servers
i models machines Mi , i = 1; : : : ; L. The capacity of bu er
(i; i + 1), Bi;i+1 , is equal to the maximum number of parts
that can be stored between machines Mi and Mi+1 , i =
1; : : : ; L ? 1. The capacity of bu er (L; 1), BL;1 , equals to
the maximum number of pallets that can be stored in the
feedback bu er. Let C denote the total storage capacity
of the system including the bu er space on each machine,
i.e.:

C=

LX
?1
i=1

Bi;i+1 + BL;1 + L

M1

M2

M6

M7

M8

M3

M4

M9

M10

M5

Fig. 14. An example of a closed-loop assembly line.

the case of closed-loop assembly line under the assumptions
that the blocking is BBS for all the machines. Note that for
the assembly machines, the loading mechanism (independent loading or simultaneous loading) does not matter. In
particular, the production capacity is still maximized with
a number of pallets equal to half of the total capacity of
(7) the loop.

Assume the production line operates under the BBS
blocking mechanism, i.e., a machine is not allowed to start
processing a part unless a space is available in the next
bu er. Also, assume that the processing times at each machine are i.i.d. random variables. The next result follows
from Theorems 14, 1 and 3:
Theorem 17: The production capacity of a closed-loop
production line with BBS blocking mechanism is a symmetric function of the number of pallets N , i.e., (C ? N ) =
(N ), 8N = 1; :::; C ? 1.
If one can further show the existence of an integer N  ,
1  N   C ?1, such that (N ) is a nondecreasing function
of N for N = 1; :::; N  , and (N ) is a nonincreasing function of N for N = N  ; :::; C ? 1, then Theorem 17 implies
that the optimal number of pallets is equal to half of the
total storage capacity of the closed-loop production lines.
Such an integer exists when the throughput is a concave
function of N , which is the case when the processing time
distributions are of PERT-type (Assumption A4). Thus,
the next result follows from Theorems 17 and 5.
Theorem 18: The production capacity of a closed-loop
production line with BBS blocking mechanism and PERTtype processing time distributions is maximized when the
number of pallets N is such that N = bC=2c or N = dC=2e.
Although this result is proved only under the assumption
that the processing time distributions are PERT distributions (Assumption A4), we conjecture that it holds for more
general processing time distributions.
The above results extend to the case of a closed-loop assembly line. A closed-loop assembly line consists of a main
closed-loop in which production and assembly operations
are performed. The assembly operations requires components produced by feeder lines. An example of a closedloop assembly line is shown in Figure 14. In this example,
the main closed-loop consists of machines M1 through M5 ;
there are two feeder lines, the rst one consisting of machines M6 and M7 and the second one consisting of machines M8 , M9 and M1 0. The component produced by the
rst (resp. second) feeder line is assembled on the main
product at machine M3 (resp. M5 ).
It is easy to check that Theorems 17 and 18 still hold in

C. Kanban Controlled Production Lines
Consider a production line operating using a kanban control mechanism; see e.g. [9], [19]. The production line
consists of a series of L machines, M1 , M2 ,..., ML , decomposed into N stages. The j -th stage consists of machines
Ml ?1 +1 ; : : : ; Ml , j = 1; : : : ; N where 0 = l0 < l1 <    <
lN ?1 < lN = L. Associated with each stage j is a number of kanbans, say Kj ; j = 1; :::; N . Each stage j has an
output bu er which contains parts that have already been
processed on all of the machines M1 up to Ml . A part
located in the output bu er of stage j can be transferred
to stage j + 1 only if a kanban (production order) for stage
j + 1 is available. The kanban is then associated with the
part during its stay in stage j + 1. The kanban is released
only when the part is transferred to stage j + 2.
The production capacity of such a kanban controlled production line is de ned as the throughput of this system
assuming that raw parts are always available at the input
of the rst stage and that external demands are always
present at the output of the last stage. This is a performance measure of great interest since it corresponds to the
maximum (average) rate of external demands that can be
satis ed [9], [19]. In other words, it provides the stability
condition of the kanban controlled production line.
This kanban controlled production line can be modeled
as a FJQN/B [19]. The set of servers are the L machines
and the N ? 1 synchronization stations. The j -th synchronization station represents the synchronization of a part
completed by stage j and a kanban of stage j + 1. All
bu ers pertaining to stage j have capacity Kj . The initial
condition is that the bu er upstream of the j -th synchronization station contains Kj jobs at time 0, j = 1; :::; N ,
and all other bu ers are empty. We assume that the processing times at each machine are i.i.d. random variables.
All synchronization stations have zero processing times.
The FJQN/B model of a kanban controlled production line
consisting of L = 6 machines, N = 3 stages, each stage
consisting of 2 machines, is shown in Figure 15.
The following property follows from the results of Section
III-B.
Theorem 19: The production capacity of a kanban conj

j

j
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M2

M1

M3

S1

M4

S2

M5

M6

Fig. 15. The FJQN/B model of a kanban controlled production line.

trolled production line is a monotone and (under Assumption A4) concave function of the number of kanbans of the
di erent stages.
Consider now the following reverse system. It consists
of the series of L machines in reverse order, ML , ML?1,...,
M1 , again decomposed into N stages. Stage 1 consists of
machines ML up to Ml ?1+1 , stage 2 consists of machines
Ml ?1 up to Ml ?2+1 ,..., stage N consists of machines Ml1
up to M1 . The number of kanbans associated with stage
j is KN ?j+1 ; j = 1; :::; N . In words, the j -th stage of the
reverse system is identical to the KN ?j+1 -th stage of the
original system.
Now, it is easy to check that the FJQN/B model of the
reverse kanban controlled production line is the reverse of
the FJQN/B model of the original kanban controlled production line. The following property then follows from the
results derived in Section III-D.
Theorem 20: The production capacity of a kanban controlled production line is the same as that of the reverse
kanban controlled production line.
The above results (monotonicity and reversibility) were
derived in [10], [11], [21], [33] in the special case where each
stage consists of a single machine. Our results show that
they hold regardless of the number of machines in each
stage. Moreover, it is easy to check that they also hold if
the bu ers in between consecutive machines within a stage
have nite capacity.
Variations around this kanban control mechanism have
been described in the literature see e.g. [9], [11]. In each
case, it is possible to model the resulting system as a
FJQN/B and apply the results derived in this paper. For
instance, the general blocking mechanism introduced in [11]
gives rise to a FJQN/B similar to the one described above
with one machine per stage, except that the input and output bu ers of each machine have nite capacity.
N

N

N

V. Performance Evaluation and Optimization

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the usefulness of the results derived in this paper to the performance
evaluation and optimization of FJQN/B models. Before
doing so, let us brie y describe some general results on
the performance evaluation of FJQN/Bs for some special
classes of FJQN/Bs. As is usually the case with discrete
event systems, most analytical techniques for performance
evaluation rely on Markov chain analysis. In order to use
Markov chain analysis, service time distributions must be
represented by exponential distributions or mixtures of exponential distributions such as phase-type (PH) distributions [27]. Unfortunately, FJQN/Bs do not have close-form
solutions, even under the assumption of exponentially distributed service times. For small or moderate size systems, the performance parameters can be derived by nu-

merically solving the underlying Markov chain. For large
systems (whose Markov chains have too large a state space
to be solved numerically), the only tractable approach is
to use approximation methods. Most approximation methods are based on decomposition and considerable work has
been devoted to developing such methods for special classes
of FJQN/Bs, in particular tandem queueing networks and
closed tandem queueing networks; see [12], [13] and the references therein. For a special class of FJQN/Bs where networks have a single source with exponentially distributed
service times, the mean waiting times can be obtained by
a Taylor series expansion [5], and a closed-form expression
exists when the service times of other servers are deterministic.
Let us illustrate the usefulness of the results presented
in this paper for addressing performance evaluation. For
that purpose, consider again the simple assembly system
presented in Section IV-A. In [7], Baker et al. use an exact solution of the underlying Markov chain to calculate
performance parameters. However, they only consider the
simple case with no intermediate bu ers and exponentially
distributed service times at the three machines. For systems with intermediate bu ers, this may no longer be possible, in particular if more general PH distributions are used
to represent service time distributions. Thus, a tractable
analysis needs to rely on an approximation method. Now,
a very accurate decomposition method for tandem queueing networks with nite bu ers and blocking before service
was proposed in [8]. The equivalence result of Theorem
16 allows us to use this method to analyze the equivalent
serial line and then transpose the results obtained to the
assembly system.
The results presented in this paper are also useful for
optimization purposes. When addressing design or operations issues in manufacturing systems, the problem can often be stated as: nd the con guration of the system that
achieves a given performance, for instance a given production capacity, at a minimal cost. The approach used to
solve optimization problems is to use a \performance evaluation building block" coupled with a search procedure.
The performance evaluation building block addresses the
following question: for a given con guration, what is the
production capacity of the system. The search procedure
starts from an initial con guration and step by step moves
towards the optimal con guration. At each step, the performance evaluation building block is used to determine in
what direction to move, for instance by calculating gradient
information.
Consider rst the closed-loop production (or assembly)
line considered in Section IV-B. A typical design problem would be the following: determine the capacity of the
bu ers and the number of pallets that achieve a given production capacity at a minimal cost. If the costs of pallets
are insigni cant (compared with bu er costs), then the results of Section IV-B simply state that for any given set
of bu er capacities, the number of pallets that should be
chosen is equal to half of the total capacity of the main
loop, i.e., N = bC=2c. This drastically reduces the com-
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plexity of the optimization search procedure. On the other
hand, if the cost of the pallets has to be taken into account,
the results of Section IV-B are still useful because they imply that the optimal number of pallets falls in the range
1; : : : ; bC=2c.
Consider now an optimization problem pertaining to the
kanban controlled production line considered in Section IVC. A typical optimization problem would be to determine
the number of kanbans that achieve a given production capacity at a minimal cost, the cost being for instance a linear function of the numbers of kanbans at each stage. For
that purpose, we could use the analytical method developed in [19] as the performance evaluation building block.
This building block would address the issue of calculating the production capacity for given values of the number
of kanbans. The building block should then be embedded into a search procedure. Again the results obtained in
Section IV-C can be used to would be useful an ecient
search procedure. Indeed, according to Theorem 19, the
production capacity of a kanban controlled production line
is an increasing and (under Assumption A4) concave function of the number of kanbans of the di erent stages. Let
(K1 ; K2 ; : : : ; KN ) denote the capacity of the production
line with K1 ; K2; : : : ; KN kanbans in stages 1; 2; : : :; N .
Then, for any xed production capacity that the production line should achieve, the set  of feasible kanbans
 = f(K1 ; K2 ; : : : ; KN ) j (K1 ; K2; : : : ; KN )  g
is a convex subset of INN . Thus, a simple gradient-based
search algorithm can solve the problem of minimizing any
linear function of K1; K2 ; : : : ; KN within .
VI. Concluding Remarks

For simplicity, we have restricted our attention to a speci c class of queueing networks with nite capacity bu ers
and fork/join mechanisms. Although this class is likely
to include many models encountered in practical applications, it may be of interest to deal with models that do not
belong to this class. For each such model, the approach
presented in this paper can be used to derive its properties. Extensions of the class of FJQN/Bs considered in
this paper include: incorporating non-zero loading and/or
unloading times; dealing with more general loading and unloading policies; combining di erent blocking mechanisms
with respect to di erent bu ers of a given server; handling
assembly operations that can be decomposed into several
tasks that have to be performed according to a given precedence graph. A detailed discussion of these extensions can
be found in [15].
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